
THE GOOD – Patent Pending Electronic Scoring System (ESS)  replaces the flip cards and allows real time 
scoring information to be available on other courts, throughout your club, and remotely 
 
Tennis-related technologies have been used to better the game and club operations for over 25 years. 
Examples have included administrative functions / club management, line calling, player analysis, and 
coaches’ tracking applications. What has been missing until now is the replacement of the “flip cards,” and 
improved visibility of the score information within and beyond the club.  The patent pending ESS system is a 
new, dynamic simple-to-use technology that easily allows players to capture their scores courtside, and 
allows the scoring information to be quickly, widely and accurately disseminated to team members, viewers, 
and beyond.   
 
Electronic Scoring Systems (ESS), which is currently in use at Bass River Tennis Club in Beverly Massachusetts, 
replaces the manual flip cards with iPads at each court. The players’ names and match information are preset 
by the club or the player prior to going out on to the court and can be updated while on the court. The 
players can easily update their score information while they play (games, sets and side), similarly to how they 
flipped the cards in the past. But then, this captured score information can be disseminated real-time to 
other courts at the club, throughout the club, and to remote users over the internet. There are additional 
court-side functions as well. One of the app’s functions allows players on other courts to see other courts’ 
scores.  A second function allows remote score viewing, and live video feed (with proper password 
protection) of a selected court. Below is the promotional advertisement for the Electronic Scoring System 
including two of the systems key screens and the offer being made to Tennis Club Business readers. Check 
out the application (and the offer being made to readers of Tennis Club Business) if you are interested in 
increasing satisfaction amongst your members and players, and ensuring that your facility is state-of-the-art. 
 

 



Functions included in the current release of the software are:   
• Viewing scores on all, or selected courts (i.e., seeing how your teammates are doing during a match), 
• Displaying the scores and live video of players on a specific court (allowing anyone with proper 

security from coaches to grandparents in Florida to watch!), 
• Pre-setting match information for league matches, lessons, and other weekly events, 
• Tournament Management showing the current score on each of the courts involved in the 

tournament and the “on deck” players assigned to the court, 
• Next-Up, which allows the club to show the court numbers for all matches scheduled for the next 

half hour, as well as allowing  advertising to be shown at the bottom of the screen for both local 
advertisers and national advertisers, and   

• A Members App, provided free, which can be given to club members as desired by the club. 
 
The system can be licensed with or without video included.  The base prices for the first year are estimated to 
range from $1,000 (hardware and software) per court for the basic system without Video included, to $1,550 
for the full video-enabled system (hardware and software) for $1,550.  Starting in the second year, only 
software licensing fees will be required.  Software-only prices would be $450 or $300 per court for video-
enabled and basic systems respectively.  This information is summarized in the table below.   
 

 Annual Software 
License / Court 

1 Time Hardware 
Cost / Court 

Total Cost / 
Court 

Full System including video $450 $1,100 $1,550 
Basic System excluding video $300 $700 $1,000 

 
Note: The hardware pricing assumes refurbished iPads since the technical requirements for the iPads at 
courtside are limited.  Additional hardware at the club’s discretion can be added, including seeing the score 
from the reverse side, more iPads at the control desk, and iPads for displaying activity at specific courts. 
Similarly, less hardware can be acquired, thus lowering costs if the club chooses to use existing iPads already 
located within the club. 
 
Call To Action - Bass River  (see WWW.TennisElectronicScoring.Com) has agreed to provide a free software 
license for the remainder of this year with the first annual license and fee beginning January 1, 2023 for any 
club acquiring the software that mentions that they saw this write-up or TBC when calling to discuss the ESS 
system in more detail and requests a “Zoom Demo” of the system.  Bass River is excited to bring this new 
tennis-specific technology into scoring, and dissemination of scoring and video information beyond the court.  
Please call Bass River Tennis Club at 978-927-0102 and leave your name, phone number, email, club name 
and best time to return your call so that a Zoom demo can be scheduled.   


